
Joshiki is the cover name of a former editor of a Japanese-American newspaper in 
English- He was good - His publisher encouraged his serious and humane newspaper - 
Then the publisher died -and the ornamentals took over. 
 

Joshiki 

Is Nobuko really staging “Assimilation workshops” in L.A.? The Jap copy of the Nazi –
Jewish Judenradt survived the WAR? Give up your Jap ways and become other people in 
White shows guiding the colors to controlling Whites of Hollywood where Charlie Chan 
and George Takei are the low and lower you can go you faulty White.  

Seattle has gone into the hands of the social pariahs called "internationals" to be inclusive 
- to include all the bums and scum and castoffs and mentally missing and kicked out gov 
hospital into Chinatown-Nihonmachi (the same thing in Chinese or Japanese White 
refuse to learn language -Gee, the Yellow half of the world didn't make the White mans 
Rosetta Stone -all we had was 3000 years of language and literature. Dr. Shotaro Frank 
Miyamoto's Assimilation as Yellow suicide is down to dreamers of plastic remodeling to 
anonymous Hollywood extras. Thanks to Jap Mad Doc. You've made us the trophies 
American White racism.  American Whites are better at racism than the Brits! Actually, 
no. The Brits started it and are still the best at getting the colored to hate themselves for 
White God and Country. The other day, drunk on each other's similar liking of old 
Chinatown-Nihonmachi, in the ruining of the Yellow Shangri-la, Jan Johnson, the former 
model, race car driver and adventurer and owner of the Panama Hotel, asked why not a 
movie about us.  Betty Lau, was the third, tipsy on congenial company. I thought she 
meant a fiction movie, with us being played by others. She meant a doc made by a 
Yellow documentarian. Ha! Ha! There are no Yellow doc's with camera savvy and film 
knows how. But a lot of Yellows with cameras who want to be liked by TV and 
Hollywood. I've let film doc do me in more than once. Now it's a small industry. We have 
given Yellow identity to the point we can't recognize a White apology and healing of the 
wound of China's mother being separated from babies China never knew were missing. 
The Bowker's restoration of the Mother molds of the first coins of China from American 
safekeeping, should give Yellows a reason to sigh. A particle of White racism has been 
wiped clean by China and the Bowkers. But the identity that's been restored has to be 
taught to the beneficiaries. Yellow parents have to love themselves and their people, and 
teach their kids, to see their truth in this White man's country called TRUMP 
CHUMPLAND 

            
FCC 

Yes, I blame Trump on the White arrogance of the Whites fight among themselves. 
Whites talking among themselves with ornamental yessir boss every night on TV radio 
and the press.  We have no press. Some of us have tried…Yes, some have tried and failed 
miserably. They may count themselves heroic, but they failed, and continue to fail. 

FCC 


